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CODE OF CONDUCT 
 
 
Business principles for employees of Hälssen & Lyon GmbH ("Hälssen & 
Lyon") 
 
 
I. Introduction  
 
Lasting success depends on many factors. Apart from the high quality of our 
products and services, one of them, in particular, is the trust that Hälssen & Lyon has 
enjoyed among clients and business partners and among the public for decades. Our 
shared task is to earn this trust time and time again. The basis for it is an ethical, 
responsible and law-abiding approach.  
  
In this spirit, the business principles should help to clarify particularly important 
expectations that are placed on all employees working in our company. On this basis, 
we want as a company to make sure that we always act with integrity and 
responsibility in commercial matters. 
 
This Code of Conduct does not contain any new rules, but illustrates the constraints 
on our behaviour in fulfilling our tasks. Under it, the employees are only bound to the 
company and not to individuals - such as their superiors. Compliance with the laws 
and regulations of all countries where we operate is an absolute priority for us. We 
must never do or omit anything if it would lead to an infringement of the law.  
 
The requirements described here therefore form the basis of all commercial 
relationships and apply to all employees of Hälssen & Lyon. As far as codes of 
conduct for individual sectors of activity are laid down in separate guidelines, these 
guidelines apply in full in addition to the Code of Conduct. On top of that, the 
guidelines must be interpreted within the meaning of these business principles. In the 
event of doubt, the more specific rule in each case must be followed.  
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II. Regular Business Conduct 
 
 
1. Avoidance of conflicts of interest, corruption and bribery 

 
In dealing with business partners, government and other institutions, all employees of 
Hälssen & Lyon are required to strictly separate the company's interests and private 
interests from each other. Business actions and decisions must always be made 
without regard for irrelevant considerations and personal interests in order to avoid 
any conflicts of interest or even the appearance of a conflict of interest. The aim is to 
avoid situations that could reduce the ability of the employee or that of the other 
stakeholders to make unbiased commercial or business-related decisions.  
 
Benefits of value, as possible inducements, should in principle not be offered, 
accepted, promised or granted. This is particularly the case with benefits that affect a 
business relationship in an improper manner or where there is a risk of undermining 
the professional independence and integrity of the business partner. It is important 
that gifts do not lead to any conflicts of interest or the appearance of conflicts of 
interest with business-related tasks or duties. 
 
Gifts, dinner invitations or donations without commercial associations - so clearly in a 
private context - simply for maintaining friendships are permitted.  
 
Business relationships of course also include presents and gratuities. The threshold 
for social presents, such as usual event-related gifts, invitations to events, business 
lunches or donations, is set by the following detailed regulations for Hälssen & Lyon 
employees for both giving and receiving. 
 
 
Giving and receiving social presents by Hälssen & Lyon employees in the 
context of commercial relationships: 
 
The following applies to all gratuities: A gratuity of any kind must not be given in 
expectation of a return, nor may even the appearance be conveyed that the 
gratuity is being given in order to gain an undue advantage. This also applies 
to invitations. 
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a) Occasional gifts 
 

Gifts which have a value of not more than €30 (e.g. flowers, freebies, wine etc.) 
may be granted or accepted without prior permission from the superior if they are 
socially acceptable and are granted no more than three times a year. Gifts must 
always be sent to the respective company address. 
  
If high-value gifts are granted, they can be accepted on behalf of Hälssen & Lyon. 
They then immediately become the property of Hälssen & Lyon and will not be the 
property of the employee of Hälssen & Lyon. The attention of the giver must be 
drawn to the fact that the gifts will become the property of Hälssen & Lyon and that 
the donee is unable to receive personal gifts with a value of more than €30. 
 

 
b) Cash gifts 
 

The grant or acceptance of monetary or similar benefits is prohibited in any 
circumstances. This includes not only donations in cash, but also coupons and 
other personal benefits whose use is similar to money. The value of the gift is 
irrelevant. The giving or receiving of monetary or similar advantages even of very 
low value is still not permitted. 

 
 
c) Invitations 
 

If the employees of Hälssen & Lyon take part in an event, the travel and 
accommodation expenses are usually met by Hälssen & Lyon; only in exceptional 
cases should the cost be paid by third parties. In such cases, both the travel and 
accommodation/food must be socially acceptable and not excessively luxurious. 
The company of a spouse or partner is permitted with the express permission of 
the board. 

 
 
d) Business meals 
 

Business meals are allowed to the socially acceptable extent.  
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e) Officials 
 

Cooperation with public officials is particularly legally problematic. It is therefore 
prohibited to offer, promise or grant personal benefits to a German public official or 
a public official of the European Union. This prohibition also includes personal 
benefits to third parties. This includes in particular life partners, relatives, friends 
and other persons who are close to the public official. It also includes gifts and 
invitations. Among public officials in particular are civil servants such as customs 
officers. A gratuity is only permissible insofar as the employer of the official has 
approved it. Such employer permission must be obtained through the board. 
Dinner invitations to a German or European official are only allowed if the value of 
the food does not exceed €50 and if prior to that an employer approval has been 
obtained. 
 
There are the following rules with regard to foreign officials: It is prohibited to offer, 
promise or grant a foreign official personal benefits in order to gain an advantage 
or to procure an action of the official. This prohibition also includes personal 
benefits for third parties. This includes in particular life partners, relatives, friends 
and other persons who are close to the public official. It includes gifts and 
invitations.  
 
 

f) Donations 
 

Hälssen & Lyon makes donations for charitable, social, cultural, sporting and 
scientific purposes within the customary extent in commercial and social life. 
Hälssen & Lyon does neither directly nor indirectly make donations to political 
parties and political foundations. The granting or accepting of donations which give 
or could give the impression of undue influence on a client, business partner or 
other third party are not allowed.  

 
 
Basic principles:  
 
� All gifts, invitations and business meals which exceed the above value limits must not be 

accepted and must be submitted in advance to the competent superior for approval. Only 
when, exceptionally, the grant has been approved, may it be accepted. 

  
� All gifts, invitations and business meals which exceed the above value limits must not be 

granted. An exceptional grant of such benefits must be approved by the superior in each 
particular case in advance. 
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� If, despite these regulations, unclear situations and doubts arise, the employees of 

Hälssen & Lyon must actively inform their respective superior in advance in order to 
clarify the apparent or actual conflict. 

 
 

2. Communication and confidentiality 
 
All employees of Hälssen & Lyon are required to draw up business documents, 
records and images precisely and with immaculate content. This means 
communication that contributes to the impeccable reputation of the company.  
 
Informing the public of any matters concerning the company (e.g. business 
development, promotions, new appointments or dismissals, etc) is exclusively the 
responsibility of the board. If the task is delegated, any information materials and 
information channels must be authorised in advance by the board. The process in 
particular for the crisis management and the role of the corporate spokesperson is 
regulated in the Quality Manual (F06 PB01). 
 
All Hälssen & Lyon's employees are required to protect business secrets. 
Confidential information and documents must not be given to third parties or made 
accessible in any other way, unless authorisation has been granted for this or the 
information is publicly available. This rule also applies to relevant documents of all 
business partners.  
 
The data collected, accumulated, processed, used and stored in commercial activity 
that are required for the provision of services and regular business operations must 
be protected by suitable technologies and working processes and instructions 
against access by third parties or unauthorised dissemination. 
 
 
3. Protection of the environment and resources 
 
All employees of Hälssen & Lyon are committed to comprehensive environmental 
protection and the sustainable use of natural resources. This means that all 
environmental laws and regulations applicable to the business must be complied with 
and the problems associated of environmental pollution with the daily work must be 
resolved. Every employee of our company  
 
� shall also consider environmentally friendly alternatives in all actions and decisions and  
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� shall strive to make sparing use of scarce resources and make further work and task-
related proposals for environmental protection and resource conservation in order to 
reduce the burden on the environment or ideally to avoid it completely. 

 
 
III. Compliance and monitoring of the Code of Conduct 
 
 
A breach of the Code of Conduct may lead to disciplinary measures for all 
employees, i.e. even for executives. For this reason, the board of Hälssen & Lyon will 
ensure that the principles and ethical values of this code are regularly communicated 
to all employees in an appropriate manner.  
 
All managers with disciplinary responsibility, in addition to their role as models, have 
the task of enforcing the Code of Conduct in the company and of monitoring 
compliance with it. Every manager is responsible in his executive role for ensuring 
that all employees in his area of responsibility take note of the rules of the Code and 
observe them. 
 
The board is a point of contact for all employees on all matters regulated in the Code 
of Conduct.  
 
 
 
 
Procedure in cases of doubt and on breaches of the rules 
 
In the event of doubt or ambiguity as to how the Code of Conduct should be 
interpreted in individual cases, all employees must first contact their respective 
superiors. Before talking to the superior - where possible - the employee himself 
should attempt to clarify the specifically intended, expected or already occurred facts 
posing problems, so that the superior can assess a specified situation. In the event of 
continuing uncertainty, the board must be consulted.  
  
Any perceived infractions of the employee himself must be reported immediately to 
the relevant superior. Provided that the infringement was not committed through 
gross negligence or intent, all that matters is the correction of the error as quickly and 
effectively as possible and the avoidance of any damage. With continuing uncertainty 
or if a breach is confirmed, the board must be consulted.  
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Employees who notice a breach of the rules not committed by themselves are 
encouraged first to talk to the offender directly. If there is continuous suspicion of a 
breach of the rules laid down in the Code of Conduct, each employee is encouraged 
to inform the board. The board will check the information and take any further action. 
Any information obtained in this way will be treated confidentially.  
 
The board documents all grants requiring approval and confirmed violations of the 
regulations. All communication about an authorisation of grants, doubtful cases and 
rule violations will take place exclusively through the official channels of the 
company, e.g. by emails on the company account, so that both sides and also the 
employee allegedly infringing the rules are informed about the process, but at the 
same time the confidentiality of the information is maintained.  
 
 
IV. Review of the Code of Conduct 
 
The Code of Conduct is regularly reviewed by the board for relevance, completeness 
and efficacy.  
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